II
To the question of the relationship between the two 1930s arenas of political and social action on the one hand and mass culture (for our purposes Hollywood) on the other, scholars have offered three opposing responses. The first has been, don't ask.
In most writing on the Depression decade, Hollywood rests inside one watertight compartment, the New Deal and the Popular Front in another, so that any relationship between them would be purely coincidental. In Warren Susman's variant, "While traditional historians generally see the period as the age of Franklin D. Roosevelt, cultural historians are more likely to call it the age of Mickey Mouse." Post-new left scholars, by contrast, examine the communal potential of consumer society. They trace the New Deal project of a "more general economic recovery program premised on expanded mass consumption" from the "consumer economy"
7 Warren Susman, Culture as History: The Transformation of American Society in the Twentieth Century (New York, Pantheon, 1984), 197 . Even though this observation follows a discussion of Sullivan's Travels, the film -with a Mickey Mouse cartoon at its center -whose investigation of the relationship between political reform and Hollywood entertainment will be our subject, Susman's seminal work does not so much heal the split he identifies as exemplify it. 8 See the special "Hollywood Number" of Direction, Vol. 3 (April 1940) , whose perspective is carried forward with far greater sophistication in Michael Denning, The Cultural Front: The Laboring of American Culture in the Twentieth Century (London, Verso, 1996) , 362-422. See also Nancy Lynn Schwartz, The Hollywood Writers' Wars (New York, Knopf, 1981) . Thom Anderson makes a convincing old left case for the role of Communists in creating the variant of film noir he calls "film gris" in the face of the postwar blacklist, but the movies he discusses emerge out of the breakdown of the Popular Front after World War II and belong to it neither in period nor in tone. See Thom Anderson, "Red Hollywood," in Suzanne Ferguson and Barbara Groseclose eds., Literature and the Visual Arts in Contemporary Society (Ohio State, Columbus, 1985) , 183-91. into consumer culture. To quote Susman again, "The shift to a culture of sight and sound" -preeminently talking pictures -"created a special community of all Chicago, 1930 -1939 (New York, Cambridge UP, 1990 ; Gary Gerstle, WorkingClass Americanism: The Politics of Labor in a Textile City, 1914 -1960 (Cambridge, Cambridge UP, 1989 ; Lawrence W. Levine, "American Culture and the Great Depression," and "Hollywood' 257. We label the orientation of the above authors post-new left so as never to invoke (except in this one sentence) the much overused talismanic phrases "postmodern" and "cultural studies," which would not constitute the self-descriptions of most of the writers cited here. 10 Denning, Cultural Front, [98] [99] [100] [101] [102] [103] [104] however, complicating the retrospective transfer of a Gramscian perspective to America. On the one hand, whereas Gramsci could imagine that an Italian national popular would be oppositional to the fascism that ruled Italy, the American Popular Front benefitted and suffered from the New Deal embrace. On the other hand, whereas -at least according to Gramsci -the absence of a national revolution had deprived Italy of a deeply-engrained national popular culture, leaving space for nationalist cultural mobilization under the auspices of the left, the United States produced in the wake of its revolution the first mass national culture in the world. Its original central forms, the frontier myth and blackface minstrelsy, derived from America's twin histories of racial domination, and its locus by the 1930s was Hollywood.
11
Motion pictures may have been a contested terrain in the early years of the twentieth century, with diverse sites of local, inexpensive production generating countless films of working class life. 12 In a devilish historical irony, however, by the time that the New Deal, the CIO, and the Popular Front were (not to minimize the severe limits within which they operated) setting the political agenda, the Left confronted in Hollywood a centralized, conservative, enormously pervasive and successful site of the national popular. In the United States, therefore, the cultural front was not faced with creating something that did not exist but rather had to transform something that all too palpably did -an effort that was called by one of the men who would come to lead the fight against it, "the Communist plan to take over the motion picture business." That figure, whose two giant steps toward the White Understanding the political as angle of vision rather than agenda for action has particular force -this is our second postulate -at the end of the depression decade. In both the Sturges and Hawks films a media professional disenchanted with his or her work ends up with renewed dedication to it; hard times and romance enter both films, from this perspective, only as the vehicles which return the boy director and the girl reporter to the careers they are so good at. The two movies do share a cynically amused self-reflexivity about the work
The most instructive case, and the one on Preston Sturges' mind, was Frank Capra -"the most successful American movie director during the 1930s," as Tom Congress that "the people" offered a more positive, inclusive mobilizing slogan for "revolutionary symbolism" than did "the worker," refugee writer Friedrich Wolf pointed out "the similarities between this usage and Hitler's harangue of the Volk."
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Hitler was also on Capra's mind when he made his Popular Front trilogy, Mr.
Deeds Goes to Town (1936), Mr. Smith Goes to Washington, and Meet John Doe.
For Capra had broken down after the extraordinary success of his breakthrough film, of media professionals, but in the view that will be taken here Sullivan's Travels is at once more open to the world than the Hawks classic and more corrosively self-enclosed in the mass media form that is its method and its subject. (New York, Berkley, 1965 [1935 . question when the film begins for the third time, revealing that we have been watching not the opening of "Sullivan's Travels" but the end of a social problem film. To swelling music the two men fall off the train and disappear into a river as the words, "THE END" rise from the depths of the water. Cut to a heated discussion in the screening room. "Do you see the symbolism of it? Capital and labor destroy each other," are the words that introduce us to John L. Sullivan. "Who wants to see that kind of stuff?" studio boss Hadrian replies.
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The director of Sullivan's Travels seems to side with the producers when they interfere to stop Sullivan from making a Capra movie. While the speeding train in the opening shots is heavily coded as dark and serious, it is impossible to inhabit the scene that way. The melodramatic music, grimacing faces, and stagey fisticuffs might have been perceivable as serious social commentary if they were part of an actual finale. Thrown at us as a first scene, however, they come across as artificial, even comic. The response of Hadrian to the scene ("It gives me the creeps") mocks the pretentions of the social problem film and discredits Sully's plan to make "Oh Brother, Where Art Thou?" The producer's question -why would anyone want to see "an epic about misery and hungry people sleeping in doorways with newspapers about them?" -may underline the fact that his main concern is financial. But it points more deeply to the problem of Popular Front culture, since "the people" could not be counted on to pay attention to what they ought to want to see. Hope Hale was chastising her fellow left intellectuals at the 1939 American Writers' Congress for publishing little-magazine prose pieces of no interest to workers, when the most popular working-class magazine was the one she wrote for, True Story, 33 and Sturges seems to agree with her. Hadrian tells Sully that the film about Capital and Labor 32 The argument between Sullivan and his producers about whether Sully's next film should, as he wants, "hold a mirror up to life," actually mirrors the life of the studio system. The benevolent protection Sturges had enjoyed from Paramount head of production William LeBaron and West Coast Chief Frank Freeman was turning intrusive during the filming of Sullivan's Travels. LeBaron had replaced Ernst Lubitsch, just as Sturges had replaced Lubitsch as Paramount's leading director (darkening the joke within the film when Sully pretends to want to know "Who's Lubitsch?"). As for LeBaron, he himself had given way to the less supportive Buddy DeSylva. DeSylva began during the filming of Sullivan's Travels the micromanagement of scenes and the obsession with cost control that would ultimately drive Sturges from the studio and finish him off as a director of successful comedies. (Jacobs, Christmas in July, 245, 171.) Since Capra had also lost his touch when he freed himself from Columbia and began to produce his own films, this final Capra imitation would serve as Capra's revenge.
had "died in Pittsburgh." "What do they know in Pittsburgh?" "They know what they like." "If they knew what they liked, they wouldn't live in Pittsburgh."
This opening repartée triply undercuts Sully's Popular Front desire to employ film as a "sociological" and "artistic medium." Not only is he presented as knowing better than the people what they want, whereas the producers speak for audience democracy, but in addition the rapid comic dialogue sounds more like screwball than serious discussion. The producers finally discredit Sullivan by challenging his professional credentials: "What do you know about hard luck?" they ask. The force of that accusation, which Sullivan acknowledges, is itself undercut by the exposure of the producers' own pretentions to early poverty as a confidence game. More dizzying yet, the role-playing that deauthorizes the producers reauthorizes the director, who will outfit himself in a hobo outfit to go out and live among the poor.
Sullivan will discover the real America thanks to the Hollywood method of
pretending to be what he is not. The net effect of the rapid-fire exchange of dialogue and clothes is to alienate the audience from both positions that claim to speak in the name of the people, and to force self-consciousness upon viewers as themselves the subject of the debate. 
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Sturges is parodying their method, and the scene which brings the opening sequence of Sullivan's Travels to an end discredits the legitimacy of masquerading as poor. For after all the film's false openings and unravelling claims to authority, a frontal headand-torso shot from slightly below establishes the first authoritative speaker in the film. "Fancy dress, I take it," sneers Sully's butler at his employer's costume. "I have never been sympathetic to the caricaturing of the poor and needy, sir."
The high seriousness of the butler's warning is itself part of the fun. In the name of attacking role-playing, Sullivan's Travels seems to deny the Hollywood method the right to step outside its own pleasures and make claims for social significance.
That knife cuts too deep, however, for what sort of authority can accrue to the film in which we are now well enmeshed, one that makes comedy out of taking seriously hard times? As the butler discredits Sullivan's prurient interest in the poor, moreover, the producers discover its publicity value. This final nail in the Popular which everyone falls, the jail where identities are revealed, and the (rail)road trip that at once cements the romance and restores the proper gender order.
episode contains the "little sex in it" that the producers had insisted on for "Oh Brother," Sullivan's Travels is no more invested in the romance than in the slapstick.
The romance that drives this film is Sully's with the people not with the (unnamed)
Girl, and the brief scene of bums running to hop the freight as Sully and the Girl return to the road (before the reversion to comic dialogue between those "amateurs"
in the box car and the professional hoboes), foreshadows the genre that will replace screwball.
"As if some force keeps shoving you back where you belong," a Sully feverish from riding the rails is again returned home -that is, to his Hollywood home away from home, the studio land yacht. More than ever determined "to find out how it feels to be in trouble," Sully and the Girl enter a silent documentary of Hooverville depression misery. Entirely without dialogue, this episode follows them through streets filled with bums into soup kitchens, delousing stations, a mission service for the homeless, and a flophouse. But once again the generic coding, this time pushing documentary into melodrama, calls attention to the sequence as film, particularly in the absence of speech at the heart of a talking picture. After a triumphant brief interlude in Kansas City, when Sully congratulates himself on having finally found real misery, the film reverts to silence to follow him as he distributes five dollar bills to the tramps "in gratitude for what they done for him." This charity that separates the film director from the grateful, incredulous mass of poor at his feet makes it clear that Sully's third voyage has still not escaped Hollywood. In his fourth adventure the director will fall into prison and not be able to get back.
The first three films within the film are framed by two scenes shot to give them special authority. In the first, which we've already described, Sully's butler warns him of what will come to pass. The prediction that Sully's masquerade will condescend to the poor climaxes with his faux documentary distribution of alms to the homeless. The alternative prophecy that the masquerade will become too real begins when a tramp stalks, assaults, and robs the director. Still within the conventions of silent melodrama, that scene gives way to a shot of another order entirely, its subject filmed frontally as was the butler only now from the tramp's point of view. Paralyzed amidst a maze of tracks and blinded along with the film viewer, the tramp stares into the beam of an oncoming train. As in silent film's cinema of attractions, the locomotive that will kill the tramp comes straight into the audience at the same time. The opening train battle of the film within the film had paid deliberately tired homage to the early silent classic The Great Train Robbery. The train that breaks the fourth wall to kill the tramp invokes the gun shot directly at the audience to end (or in some versions begin) that movie. Cinematically bringing home the butler's original warning, this train shot forces us to confront our own spectator stake in vicarious pleasure.
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The depression train that ended the social problem film with which Sullivan's Travels began and was then displaced into a comic road movie now takes its Like Citizen Kane, Sullivan's Travels refuses to counterpose the methods by which film achieves its effects to an unmediated world independent of them. 42 The director's display of his bag of tricks only makes more disturbing the appearanceeven as we know it's not true -that he has been deprived of them. "It could happen to you," to invoke the title of Nathanael West's failed socially conscious screenplay (1937) . 43 What could happen to you in the first instance is the deprivation of freedom, the fall from upward mobility into an imprisoning fixed lower class identity that was the menace of the Depression and that could land you in jail. But the apotheosis of film at the climax of Sullivan's Travels, to which we are about to turn, opens up an even more disturbing possibility of loss, the deprivation of Hollywood itself.
V
The chasm between the actual causes and conditions of depression America and the values in which Americans continued to believe deeply troubled 1930s left hidden away on a chain gang. 41 Harvey, Romantic Comedy, GET PAGE 42 E. Rubenstein ("Hollywood's Travels," 52) also puts Sullivan's Travels in the same class as Citizen Kane. 43 Jay Martin, Nathanael West: The Art of His Life (New York, Farrar, Straus, 1970), 279-80. intellectuals, so that if the depression decade was marked on the one hand by the documentary impulse, the discovery of the real America, it was shadowed on the other by the anxiety over deep symbolic disorientation. Thurman Arnold, the man responsible for prosecuting the anti-trust suit that finally broke up the Hollywood studio system, responded to the Great Depression - like "There aint another Mister takes his gang to the pitcher show," the trustee comforts Sully as he falls out of the sweat box. Cut to the interior of a ramshackle black church. "We're going to share our pleasure with some neighbors less fortunate than ourselves," intones the preacher. Don't make our guests feel unwelcome, "For we is all equal in the sight of God, and he said, 'and the chains shall be struck from them . . . and the blind shall see."
45 As the choir begins to sing the Negro spiritual of deliverance from slavery, "Let My People Go," the camera cuts to the chain gang shuffling along in the darkness outside. After the prisoners file into the church, down comes the ramshackle screen. And as Pluto chases flies, crashes into furniture, and 44 Cf. Thurman Arnold, The Symbols of Government (New York, Harcourt, 1962 [1935 gets twisted in knots in his attempts to unstick himself from flypaper, the audience of blacks and prisoners begins to laugh. Sullivan, amazed at himself, finally joins in.
Out pans the camera from the hysterical laughter to the darkness outside.
How to understand this extraordinarily disjunctive scene? 46 Most interpreters, whether they like it or not, accept the moral that Sully draws after his release from prison: "There's a lot to be said for making people laugh. That's all that some people have." And the film fades out into a montage of laughing people, beginning with the prisoners -fat and thin, healthy and in hospital beds -with a serious Sully and the Girl in the foreground (as in the image that opens the movie) framing the hilarity.
Sully is going to continue to make comedies.
But where does that moral leave the motion picture we have just seen? The final film within the film -this is Sturges's last laugh -is actually an antidote to the opening social problem movie in quite the opposite sense than the one Sully claims.
For whereas heavy-handed generic coding discredits the class war between Capital and Labor as a window on the depression, Pluto's animal war that leaves him stuck in flypaper throws back at the mass Hollywood audience its own condition. producers in the film, tried to get the scene cut. He knew it got in the way of the sort of comedy Sullivan claimed to be after.
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So does the cartoon itself. The Disney animation (Sturges' first choice was a Chaplin short) looks backward through Sullivan's earlier car-chase scene to vaudeville comedy, with its roots in working class experience. It is a reminder of the violence to which Sullivan, other prisoners, and free blacks, are routinely subjected.
When the inmates guffaw at Pluto stuck in flypaper they are recognizing their own confinement. Or perhaps they are enjoying its fantastic inversion, since the animal giving chase is caught, not his prospective victims. 48 The camera does not let Foster. 49 Even if Sturges had not attended to the coincidence of names when he was running through the earlier film to borrow for the one he was making, the episode underlines his own sense of the arbitrary line insecurely separating the damned from the saved, on one side of which is young Preston grieving from the double loss of the man he thought was his father, on the other his rescue through the false legitimacy of the S. (for Sturges) family name that, the grown-up Sturges said, was not his by 47 Jacobs, Christmas in July, 263, The Mickey mouse logo that introduces the cartoon, derived from Al Jolson in blackface, would underline the table-turning racial association in the political unconscious. Thanks to Russell Wright for pointing this out. 49 Roddick, New Deal in Entertainment, right. Both inside and outside the film, then, and on the (Preston S.) border between film and life, Sullivan's happy ending only calls attention to those he has left behind.
Capital and Labor (so identified as the last two roles on the cast list) murder eachother in the opening film within the film. By the time Sullivan brings himself back to life by confessing to his own murder, the director who wanted to make "something like Capra" has killed the director of "Hay, Hay in the Hayloft." The moral of the social problems film ("This picture is an answer to Communists," Sully had told his producers) was class reconciliation; Sullivan the Houdini escape artist leaves his fellow inmates in jail. What about us?
As Sully observes the hysterical laughter of the prisoners, his own laugh is palpably forced out of him in painful spurts and lurches. It is as if, against his will, he has finally crossed over some border, finally stepped out of the movie. Where he has landed, however, is not in some extra-filmic real world but in the motion picture audience. Sully was an involuntary audience member in his earlier genre travels, watching with the widow a movie we do not see in the slapstick adventure that has itself now migrated onto the screen within the screen, and listening with other mission bums to a preacher we do not hear in the silent film within the film. Sully wanted only to escape from the audience those first times; now he is happy to be part of it. In this one painful moment, Sullivan's Travels finds the Archimedian point it has been structured to deny. Sturges has closed the gap between film and the world by invoking our need, as mass audience, for Hollywood. It is our faces, reflected back in the disturbing, needy laughter of the prisoners, that drive the fantasies on screen. Enclosed within a compendium of Hollywood conventions, the church scene escapes Hollywood confinement by implying that the horror of our own lives, our own need for fantasy, is what generates our collective plots. Like the prisoners chortling at their existence played back to them as joke, Sullivan's Travels invites us, its audience, to laugh at the replay of our own enthrallment to Hollywood.
The inhabitants of Plato's cave see only shadows reflected on a wall, but at least their source is the sun. There is no sun in Pluto's cave, for the only light in the surrounding darkness comes from a motion picture projector. The eyes that see the chains struck, as promised by the African-American preacher, are watching a movie.
Just as the light from the primitive motion picture projector -a shot of it precedes the cartoon -takes over from the blinding locomotive beam that killed the tramp, so -as Christopher Ames puts it in the words about this scene with which he ends Not according to Sturges, to be sure. Although reviewers were now for the first time comparing the director to Welles, he thought that the point of the film "I would be most willing to hang my hat on" was "to tell some of my fellow filmwrights that they were getting a little deep dish and to leave the preaching to the preachers." 
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